Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for August, 2021

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

by Rod Parker

Fellow NWW members,
I want to take this opportunity to thank those
club members who volunteered their time and
energy in August to support the Anacortes Arts
Festival, the Club Picnic and August Meeting at
Mount Vernon Christian School and the
Sawdust Saturday session (an Intro to Bowl
Turning). Our club has been successful over the
years because of the volunteerism of its
members. Thank you so much!

We meet at the Mount Vernon Christian
School (820 W. Blackburn Rd. in Mount
Vernon, a short distance west of I-5).

Like most everyone else, we are still facing
uncertainty with regard to the ever changing
Covid-19 situation. At presemt we are moving
ahead with our in-person club meeting on Sept.
16th with Dan Tilden. Dan will be demonstrating hollowing techniques on the 16th and
presenting an all-day class on the 17th.
Unfortunately, we did not receive sufficient
signups to offer a second session on Saturday.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from novice
to advanced turners are welcome.
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Also due to Covid-19 uncertainty, the Board has
decided to have a more scaled down holiday
dinner party. We will have a meeting as usual
on November 18th. The demonstrator for this
meeting is still in the works. We will have a
pizza, salad and soft drink party that evening,
so mark the date on your November calendar.
More details will follow.
The Board has also decided to attempt once
again to host Nick Agar for our 2022 March AllDay Event. You will recall that Nick was
scheduled to headline our 2020 event, but had
to be cancelled because of the Covid outbreak -who knew that we would still be dealing with
Covid issues at this point?! We are planning to
host the demonstration at the Anacortes First
(Continued on next page)
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President's Letter (Cont'd)
Baptist Church, which has been our traditional venue for the All-Day Demonstrations. Watch
for advertising on our NWW website, the American Woodturner magazine and at your local
hardware store. We will also schedule Nick for a couple off his fantastic classes while he is in
town.
As you read this newsletter and see the information on future meetings, upcoming
demonstrations, top turning events, Sawdust Saturday sessions and woodturning classes, please
think for a moment about how you can help the club continue to serve the needs of our
woodturning community. I’m highlighting this issue since we are coming into the fall season
and will be looking for members to participate on the club’s Board and as officers for the
coming year. If many people do just a little, it is surprising what the club can accomplish.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,

Rod Parker

President's Creative Challenge
Everyone, regardless of their current skill level, started
somewhere. Therefore, as a follow up to the Intro Bowl
Turning Class offered in the August Sawdust Saturday
session, the challenge this month is to bring your first
bowl to the September meeting. I will be inviting each
of the challenge participants to offer a short critique of
their creation.

Got a piece or two of woodturning/woodworking equipment that you would like to sell? As a
member of NWW, you can place a classified ad in this newsletter for an excellent price: FREE!
Just write up a brief description and the price you would like to receive. Include a picture of
the item(s) if possible, and send it all to the Newsletter Editor (contact info included in every
newsletter on the page before the ads begin). That's it -- easy peasy!
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Sharpening Session
Not feeling quite as sharp anymore.

Questions about tool sharpening and sharpening systems are one of the most common
inquiries from new and moderately experienced turners. I will be conducting a free
sharpening workshop in my shop on Saturday Sept. 18th , 10:00am to 1 :00pm . We will
discuss and do hands-ons sharpening on sharpening systems from Oneway, Tormek, and
Woodturners Wonders. We will look at the various jigs, platforms, CBN and stone wheels.
The workshop will be held at my shop, 2520 259th Street NW, Stanwood, WA 98292 . If
you have any questions or would like to sign up, see me at our September meeting on the
16th.
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Sawdust Saturdays
By Giovanni Monteferrante
Our August Sawdust Saturday program was an Intro to Bowl Turning. A good (and informative)
time was had by all, as noted in the pictures below.

Classes normally run from 9:00 am to around 3:00 pm, with a break for brown bag lunches (no
stores or restaurants close by). Cost for the day's instruction is $10 (which also includes turning
wood, coffee and donuts).
Reply to Giovanni Monteferrante (sawdustsaturday@nwwwt.org) with any questions or
comments, or to get on the signup list. A signup sheet will also be available at the club
meetings.

Next up: "Can

You Top This? " - An introduction to top turning

Saturday, September 25
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A. A. F. a Wild Success!
Contributed by George Way
After skipping a year due to COVID-19, the Anacortes Arts Festival resumed its storied
history on August 6th, 7th and 8th. NWW created some history of its own, as the aggregate
sales of bowls, peppermills, platters and other turned items exceeded those of any prior year

by a wide margin. One member, who shall remain nameless to keep his relatives from
pestering him for "loans" (but whose initials are R. ick T. urney) set a new record by selling
$3K of his turnings. Multiple others had sales
in the hundreds of dollars. Not too shabby!
Particularly on Friday and Saturday the
incoming cash flow was amazingly brisk.

All of this would not have been possible
without the dedicated efforts of many club
members. We are most grateful for all the time
and effort put in by the set up crew, and
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(Continued on next page)

Anacortes Arts Festival (Cont'd)

equally grateful for the work of the clean up crew.
Setting up canopies, unloading and loading lathes,
putting out and organizing display tables, managing
sales, passing out brochures and talking with interested
potential new members, brooming up shavings,
demonstrating turning, etc, etc, etc -- it takes a great
deal of volunteer help, and we deeply appreciate each
and every person's efforts in making the event such a
rewarding and pleasant one.
One person who merits special mention is Tal Birdsong, who was present on all three days, pretty much
continuously turning tops for kids. The children (and
their parents
/grand- parents)
were delighted.
We are already looking forward to next year's A.A.F.
and hope that even more members will be able to
join us then. It is always a fun event and the
comraderie is hard to beat for novice and expert alike.
The first weekend in August -- put it on your calendar
NOW!
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Upcoming Programs

September 16, 2021

- Our guest demonstrator will be
artist and woodturner Dan Tilden , from Ashland, OR. He
will be giving a demo on hollowing (see more info
beginning on Pg 7). Most of his work is with burls and
natural edges resulting in some spectacular pieces. You
won't want to miss this one!

October 21, 2021

- Our meeting will include a

demonstration of "Basic Stave Construction for the
Lathe" by Bill Wells of Olympia, WA. A basic stave
project consists of vertically glued staves to form a
hollow cylindrical blank. The advantages of this method
are the ability to make rather large-diameter blanks from
smaller material and the finished blank is all face grain
limiting tearout. You could say that the staved projects
are similar to segmented but using only a few pieces
rather than hundreds. Bill will demonstrate the basic
technique to design, glue and turn basic stave pieces.

Novrmber 18, 2021

- Before you know it, Thanksgiving,
Hannakah and Christmas will be upon us, as well as
another COVID surge, possibly (boo, hiss!). Because of
the pandemic uncertainty, the Board has decided to err
on the side of safety and have a pared down annual
Holiday Party with pizza and soft drinks. We may not
even have that, depending on what State and Federal
restrictions, if any, may be in effect in mid-November.
More details will be forthcoming as the date approaches.
We appreciate your flexibility and understanding.
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Our Coming Demonstrator: Dan Tilden
The September 16 in-person meeting will feature Dan Tilden ,
from Ashland, Oregon. Dan will be demonstrating "Exploring

the Natural Edge Design."

Dan was born July 30th, 1987. He was raised in the mountains
of Southern Oregon. When he was young he had a passion for
nature, exploring the woods, building outdoor structures, and
hunting.
When he began high school he instantly fell in love with woodshop class and the art of
woodworking. This is where Dan met Christian Burchard . Christian is a world renowned
wood sculptor who helped put together a grant for the local high school woodshop class,
purchasing several lathes and top-of-the-line woodturning equipment. This is where Dan
took full advantage of what Christian had to teach and fell in love with wood turning.
“I was just fascinated with the idea that you could think of any shape in your head, draw it
on paper and bring it to reality. I was amazed that wood could be cut in a round thin shape
and hold itself together!”
After high school Dan apprenticed with Christian for several years. This is really where Dan
got his tool control and honed in on his woodturning talents. He spent many hours turning
with Christian, learning the technical forms of hollow vessels which is now Dan’s strong
point in woodturning
“Growing up in Southern Oregon I have access to some of the world’s best hardwoods and
burl woods. I like to incorporate the natural features the raw tree has to offer in my pieces.
A natural edge opening, or the movement and warping of green wood, or a knot or a
branch incorporated in the shape all add character to the final piece. What some
woodworkers consider a flaw in the wood, I use to
my advantage. As I work each piece, the material
speaks back to me telling me which direction I
should take it. Letting the piece speak as an
individual. I source out the best material I can find
and ask myself with each piece, how can I best
represent this beautiful piece of wood with the
skills I have?”
Dan now sells his work in select galleries, attends
some of the top art shows on the West Coast, and
has taught and demonstrated his style of
woodturning at some of the nation’s top
woodturning symposiums and clubs. Woodturning
is Dan’s life passion.

(Continued on next page)
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Dan Tilden (Cont'd)
You can see more about Dan and his projects on his website:

https://www.tildenwoodturning.com/

The Natural Edge Design Demonstration
When Dan begins a piece, the main focus is capturing the
natural features from its original form. Taking advantage of
each unique portion allows the material to display its natural
potential. Having full control over something completely
original makes it easy to highlight its elegant beauty. All burl
wood and highly figured material has the most interesting
grain patterns, character, and beautifully figured designs near the exterior of the tree.
Occasionally, Dan will buy or harvest turning stock seeking material with protruding branches
near the foundation. He strives to highlight every inch, hoping to incorporate it in the live edge.
Other examples are the roots, jutting out of the bottom which creates an excellent base. Dan
refers to this as “selective turning”. When you see one or more natural features in your turning
stock, it’s crucial to design your piece and shape while incorporating its natural feature. The
material is the main influence when looking for direction. It often speaks to you while shaping
its future. The wood tells you where to go, and what some woodworkers consider a flaw, Dan
uses to its full advantage.
In this demonstration, Dan will start off by
discussing the many possibilities of
incorporating a natural edge on our hollow
vessels or bowls. He will discuss how using a
natural edge begins with the first cut of the
chain saw or bandsaw. Dan will review the
numerous natural edge designs he has created
and solicit ideas from the club members,
focusing particularly on their involvement with
using a natural edge opening while looking at a
slide of photos about the topic. He will then
demonstrate turning a natural edge vessel from
start to finish. Dan will be using a design he
likes to use, involving a natural edge. This demonstration will also focus on the process and
techniques of turning a hollow vessel: how to mount a piece, how to properly cut your wood,
and how to measure your wall thickness for a consistent even wall thickness.
Dan really does believe looking at the raw tree and your turning stock in a different way will
help you create unique designs and get yourself more excited about your work. This
demonstration will make you more aware of opportunities your woodturning stock gives you to
enhance it in a naturally clever way. Let’s not get too far away from the roots of this art by
changing and manipulating your piece to not even look like wood. Let’s instead use those
natural features in a way haven't thought of.

Contributed by David Pettenski
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Raffle News
By Tom Thornton
A lady recently generously donated a very large maple
tree from her Bellevue yard for our wood raffle. It has
some very prominent heartwood and seems to be very
healthy (didn't see any spalting though). There is still
some left to be harvested, so it should grace our raffle
table for at least a couple of months. Tickets will be
sold for $1.00 each, or 6 for $5.00.

Our tool raffle winner will choose between a
large Easy Wood hollowing tool and a
Woodtuners Wonders 8" CBN grinding wheel
of their choice. Remember, we have reinstated
our pre-pandemic policy of selling tickets. They
are $2.00 each or 3 for $5.00.
We hope to see you on September 16th.

Tom
Tool Raffle Choices:
8" CBN wheel (your choice of grit)

Large Easy Wood Hollowing Tool
(pick one, you don't get the whole set!)
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A Message From Our "Top Gun"
Turning tops is a playful and joyful way to enjoy wood turning, and it’s excellent practice for
new wood turners. We collect tops, made by our members, that we pass to the Marine Corps
for their Toys for Tots program at Christmas time. This is a great program that provides toys to
less fortunate children all over the nation. Last year we passed one thousand tops to the
Marines. However this year we are currently way below that number. I know that some
members wait until November to bring in their tops. I encourage you to bring your tops when
you wish but please continue turning tops for this program.
On Sunday, September 12, the Imagine Children’s Museum, 1502 Wall Street, Everett, WA will
be having their annual Grandparent’s Day. It will be held in two sessions. One session from
11:30am-1:30pm and the second session from 2:00pm-4:00pm. If you wish to participate
please email or call Tal Birdsong (contact info below). Call if you have any questions. Please
indicate if you can stay for both sessions, or which session you would prefer. All participating
turners will receive an email with final details the week before the event. If you haven’t made
tops before this is a great time to watch, learn and participate so don’t let that hold you back.
As noted elsewhere in this issue, Sawdust Saturday in September will be about top turning.
You will learn at least three different approaches to turning a top. Then you can develop your
skills by turning Tops for Tots and participating in the top turning events coming up in
November and Arbor day next spring.
Your participation is these programs is greatly appreciated and is a wonderful opportunity to
interact with other club members in a fun environment.
Tal Birdsong
talrose@msn.com
360-965-9708

I'm supposed to respect my elders, but
now it’s getting harder and harder for
me to find one.
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Know Your Woods
Black Cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) is native to northwestern

North America. It grows 80-150 ft tall with a trunk diameter of up to 56 ft. It is the largest hardwood tree in western North America.
Grain is generally straight to slightly irregular or inter locked. Uniform
medium texture with low natural luster.
It is an easy hardwood to work with hand and power tools, though
sharp cutters are necessary when planing to avoid fuzzy surfaces.
Wood has a tendency to warp and distort during drying. Glues and
finishes well. It has a sour odor when green which disappears onfe the
wood is dry.
Cottonwood is generally regarded as low-value wood, and isn’t
commonly harvested or available as lumber—though it can usually be
found throughout its natural range for utility purposes. Carving blocks
or burl blanks are sometimes available for hobbyist purposes. Prices
are low for a domestic hardwood.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
When I first started turning, I was warned
about 2 demon tools…..the scraper and, of
course, the infamous skew. Probably the
scariest moment I’ve had turning was a catch
with a scraper when turning the inside of a
bowl. Quite a few years later, I use both
regularly with delightful results. Skews
required lots of practice. In the case of
scrapers, my delight came when I reground
them into Negative Rake Scrapers. I’m sure
many of our members are already using Negative Rake Scrapers. For those that aren’t this will
be an introduction. For those that are, these videos will provide a refresher and, hopefully,
some new ideas in sharpening and use.
The first videos are from one of our favorite
demonstrators, Cindy Drozda.
First an overview of Negative Rake Scrapers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= fgu6n2ZDWTg
Second, specifics from Cindy on how she sharpens her
Negative Rake Scrapers of all sizes and shapes:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= uZ5kqiT3FE0

Next, an excellent video from Mike Waldt in England covering all aspects of the Negative Rake
Scraper: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= tdXxkr1 hEPE
Sam Angelo aka The Wyoming Woodturner, presents his take on the Negative Rake
Scraper, including scraping plastics:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= RbARgwVxMK8

Finally, Sam Angelo updates his take on Negative Rake Scrapers….some good
additional information. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= TTJCxT4p-TE
If you haven’t yet converted to Negative Rake Scrapers, give one a try. I’m confident
that you will be regrinding all of your scrapers quite soon!

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques. Even some
well known turners have bad habits!
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The Tenacity of Trees!
This is the seventeenth in a series of pictures demonstrating the determination to survive. Contributed by Les Books.

Find a Way
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

President

Membership Chairperson

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Sherri Greenleaf (Acting)
Will Alexander
Membership@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

TBD
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

George Way
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Norman Lanford
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker (Acting)
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Librarian

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Rick Terney
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Tom
Thornton (chippytom44@gmail.com),
or bring the tools to a weekend
parking lot sale. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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Ads (Cont'd)

Compact

Contact:
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Outtakes
Melanie discovers she has a hard time with compliments....
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